Canine Partners Sally Hyder and Harmony
take part in the Olympic Torch trip around the UK

ANNUAL

REVIEW

2012

Opening doors
to independence

Chairman’s message

2012 was without doubt an Olympian
year not only for the nation but also for Canine
Partners. In January, Canine Partners
completed the purchase of Fields Farm,
near the M1 with plans to develop it into a
second training centre. Conveniently located
near Loughborough, it will enable the Charity
not only to offer more partnerships but also
reduced travelling for our partners across the
country.
In May, Canine Partners took on premises
at Stirling University Business Park providing
a permanent base and focus for the Charity’s
efforts in Scotland. To begin the year with one
centre and finish with three operational centres
lays the foundation for the Charity’s further
development.
On the operational front, 59 new
partnerships were created and 221 working
partnerships supported. An increase of new
partnerships by more than 34% in one year
is a huge achievement, made possible in part
with the start-up operation at Fields Farm
together with a remodelling of operational
practices at Heyshott and our excellent
partnership with Help for Heroes assisting
injured servicemen and women. Our
partners entered into the Olympic spirit, with
five proudly carrying the Olympic torch during
its countrywide procession and one involved in
the closing ceremonies.
Whilst the economic background continues
to be difficult, our supporters and sponsors
have done us proud. Lower receipts from
legacies have been more than compensated
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by the generosity of our donors. We are
immensely grateful to a loyal and growing
band of corporate supporters, trusts and
foundations and our fundraising committees,
who have risen magnificently to the challenge.
This support provides the confidence for
Canine Partners to grow and make more
inspiring partnerships.
We have been fortunate too with the media
coverage the Charity continues to attract.
Together with the new centres, the stalwart
work of our 13 puppy satellites and the
unflagging efforts of all our volunteers, the
Charity’s profile has undoubtedly been raised.
We have been delighted to welcome new
friends and new applicants as a result.
As my last review before standing down as
Chairman in April, may I conclude by saying it
has been a real privilege and a great pleasure
to have served for the past four years; and my
thanks go to both my fellow Trustees and a
brilliant management team for their robust and
dedicated support.
2013 promises to be another exciting year:
our capital appeal will hopefully allow building
work to commence at Fields Farm, our
operations team plan even more partnerships
and the target for our fundraising teams to
support both the ongoing work and capital
development is similarly challenging.
With your help we can achieve it.
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Simon Clare
Chairman

A NATIONAL APPROACH
Now with three centres, we are uniquely placed to
deliver and support canine partnerships across the UK

STIRLING
Our base in Central Scotland at
Stirling University provides us with
a strong platform to work all across
Scotland and in the process involve
new volunteers, train puppies ready
for advanced training and raise funds.

FIELDS FARM
Fields Farm near Loughborough
Leicestershire quickly became
a focus for our activities in The
Midlands during 2012 and last
year delivered seven
partnerships and set up a
new puppy training satellite.
See a full report on how this
centre is helping transform lives
on page 11.
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey
map data by permission of Ordnance
Survey © Crown copyright 2013.

Purple marks the
spot where we have either
a puppy satellite or a
dedicated support group
team who raise funds
through a series of events
across the annual calendar,
from our Bluebell Walks
to quiz nights and plant
sales.

HEYSHOTT

Our vision

A day when all people
with disabilities in the UK will
know about assistance dogs
and will have the opportunity
to be provided with a canine
partner from their nearest
training centre.

Our long established Training
Centre for Excellence in the
South Downs National Park at
Heyshott, near Midhurst, West
Sussex, continues to set the
benchmark for our charity in terms
of puppy and advanced training.
On-site training courses,
assessments and partnership
aftercare are also based here.

Our mission

Canine Partners aims to
assist people with
disabilities to enjoy a
greater independence and a
better quality of life by the
provision of specially trained
dogs, whose well-being is
also a key consideration.

begin the year with one centre
“ To
and finish with three operational

centres lays the foundation for the
Charity’s further development.

”

Simon Clare
Chairman
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OUR TEAM
Canine Partners is governed by a highly regarded board of Trustees and executive team bringing
vast experience across the areas of veterinary, legal, medical, governance, finance and business.

A message from our Royal Patron
HRH The Duke of Gloucester KG GCVO
‘This has proved a landmark year for Canine Partners. 2012
has seen a remarkable step change in growth from a single
centre operation to a three centre national charity.
We now have a sound platform for future growth, and have
already significantly increased the numbers of clients
benefiting from our work, thanks to the start-up facilities
developed at Fields Farm in The Midlands.’

Vice Patrons
Lord Kindersley,
pictured left.
Mr Roger Jefcoate
CBE DL Hon DSc,
pictured right.
The Dowager
Countess of
Clarendon DL

Vice Presidents

Baroness Tanni
Grey-Thompson
DBE

Trustees Council

Ms Elizabeth
Ormerod
BVMS MRCVS

Mr Simon Clare BSc EdM FinstPet (Chairman)
Mr David Filmer (Vice Chairman)
Mr John Barwick MBE FRSA (Honorary Treasurer)
Mrs Claire Graham
Mrs Karen Mercer
Capt David Newberry MSc RN
Mrs Nicky Pendleton DipCOT MSc (Rehab) MBAOT
Lady Rankin
Mr Mark Richardson MICM
Mrs Jackie Staunton FCIPD
Mr Spiro Sueref BSc (Hons) PGCert NutrMed RNutr
(resigned 15 May 2012)
Mrs Gillian Taylor MRCVS
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2012: THE HEADLINES
2012 was a landmark year for our charity. We created two new centres, establishing our national
credentials and delivered more partnerships than ever. Here are the main points of a successful year.

Achieving 59 new partnerships, 200+ across the UK

2012 saw the creation of 59 new partnerships, which represents a 34% increase on
our previous operational record achieved in 2011, and was at the upper end of our
target of 55-60. This is a very pleasing result, especially set against the backdrop
of continuing financial difficulties across the world at large. We succeeded in
surpassing the 200 partnership milestone during 2012, ending up with 221
partnerships across the UK at the close of the year, more than has ever
previously been achieved by the Charity.

Setting up in the Midlands and
launching a capital fundraising appeal

We established start-up facilities at Fields Farm and launched an
appeal for its longer term development. By the end of the year, we
had raised £124k (with a further £330k committed) towards the
development of the first building (main training rooms). Once £500k
has been raised we shall be able to commence building work. A
further £100k has been committed towards the second and third
buildings (residential accommodation and kennels). It is hoped that
development can begin during 2013.

Fields Farm

Establishing a base in Scotland

We took on the lease of premises at Stirling Universtiy Business
Park, to co-ordinate our growing activity in Scotland.

Opening a thirteenth puppy satellite group

We were pleased to open a new puppy satellite group in Leicestershire
in August 2012, which is based at Fields Farm alongside our advanced
training team.

Working alongside other charities in the field of disability

We continued to work with several other charities in the field of disability throughout the year,
participating in national conferences run by the MS Society, Headway and others. We were also
proud to play our part in Assistance Dogs UK, and continued to partner dual-trained dogs with
people who have multiple disabilities, working alongside Hearing Dogs for Deaf People and The
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association for this aspect of our work. We are also proud to consider
Help For Heroes as a close partner within the disability sector.

Increasing awareness of our work

We achieved more media coverage regarding our work in 2012 than in
any previous year. Although not an end in itself, increased publicity does
serve to bring wider attention to the benefits that Canine Partners can
offer to those with disabilities. Appearances on ITV Daybreak and BBC’s
The One Show, and articles in The Daily Mail, The Daily Telegraph,
The Sunday Times, The Daily Mirror, The Sun, amongst many others,
all helped to raise our profile throughout 2012. The selection of Steve
with canine partner Kizzie, pictured left, as finalists for the Kennel Club’s
Crufts Friends for Life competition also served to raise awareness, and
coverage on More4.
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OUR PARTNERSHIPS
We have created more than 350 partnerships since
1990. Here is what our work means to just one of them.

Sue Holmes and Quizzy

were partnered in June 2012 and were
one of the first partnerships to
be created from our new Fields Farm
centre. They live in Cumbria.

“

I have an inherited condition called Ehlers
Danlos Syndrome which affects all my
muscles, ligaments and joints and means I
can have several dislocations of my major
joints in any one day.
Before Quizzy I spent the majority of days
alone as my husband works long hours and my
two children have left home. Now things have
changed. I feel a lot stronger with Quizzy and
have gained confidence.
Quizzy is very intelligent and loves helping
me. She passes items from bottom shelves
in shops, picks up anything I’ve dropped and
loves handing over and retrieving my purse at
shop counters.
Quizzy can also take my card, cash and receipt
from the cash machine; press the button to call
the lift and to open automatic doors; pick up my
crutches and I am teaching her to press the
pedestrian crossing button.
At home she fetches my medication pouch on
request and my mobile and house phone when
they are ringing. She can press the emergency
alarm button so if I ever needed help she could
alert someone. She has learnt to jump on my
chest to wake me up if the fire alarm sounds.
She opens and closes doors, loads and
unloads the washing machine and tumble dryer
and is learning to put items into a small hessian
bag, pick it up and bring it to me.

‘Quizzy has changed my life.
Her companionship and
loyalty, especially on the days
I am not well, is fantastic and
I could not imagine my life
without her now.’

As well as helping me regain confidence, she
has also brought me independence especially
in the evening when she helps me undress and
get ready for bed.
She has learned to undo the Velcro and take
off all my braces which I wear over several
joints. She can also undo my boot laces and
take them off along with coats, cardigans and
jumpers without me dislocating my shoulders,
saving me a lot of pain.
This means I can go to bed when I want rather
than having to wait for someone else.

”

44

the number of
partnerships created
across the UK in 2011

59
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the number of
partnerships we
created during 2012

OUR VOLUNTEERS
Every day across the UK our Purple Army of volunteers
helps us transform the lives of people with disabilities.

Rhiannon Shepherd, pictured

left, lives in Essex and is one of a
growing band of invaluable volunteers
who nurture and guide our puppies
through the first year of their training.

“

I had been diagnosed with a depressive
disorder in my teens, but with medication, I
managed to finish my MSc in Animal
Biology and Welfare. I secured a full-time
job as a trainee vet nurse but my health
deteriorated and I was diagnosed with
a type of bi-polar disorder and put on a
course of medication.
I finally had to accept that I wouldn’t hold down
a full time job but I wanted to feel part of normal
society by contributing something. I saw an
article in the local paper about becoming a
puppy parent for Canine Partners.
Zane, a yellow Labrador, was six months old
when I got him which is older than usual but
he was being transferred from another satellite
where the puppy parent’s circumstances had
changed.
When I saw his little yellow face from inside the
Canine Partners’ van, I knew this was it.

our volunteering roles
puppy parents
foster parents
office support
fundraisers
support group organisers
community speakers
volunteer drivers

16,500

the number of hours our
office- based volunteers
gifted to us in 2012

I was more than excited, studying commands,
planning where to take him on walks, how to
socialise him into places like shops, doctors,
schools and much more.
He was a bit subdued when I first got him
home, but a few treats reassured him this was
his new home for a while and we were going to
be great mates!
I attend weekly puppy training classes and they
are a great way to reinforce Canine Partners’
training methods and socialise the puppies,
whilst meeting people doing the same thing.
We can talk about training, as well as getting
any advice needed from the satellite trainer.
Learning the training methods is not difficult,
it just takes time, patience and a sense of
humour.
Having to stick to his routine and exercise Zane
regularly has helped me no end. Just having
Zane’s company keeps me happy! It won’t be
too long before Zane heads off for advanced
training and later meets the person with disabilities he is going to assist.
It will be sad when he goes, but I just focus on
the fact that he will change someone else’s life
like he has changed mine, as well as looking
forward to my next puppy!
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REVIEW OF 2012
Moment to shine
Four of our partnerships were chosen to carry the
Olympic torch on its relay across the country, while a
fifth represented the Charity in the Paralympic torch
relay. Sally Hyder and Harmony, our front page photo,
kicked off our involvement when the torch travelled
through Edinburgh; three weeks later it was the turn
of Helen Dolphin and Yancey to carry the torch in
King’s Lynn, Norfolk; Branksome in Dorset was the
venue for Toby Gutteridge’s relay with his canine
partner Wogan, below right; and on the penultimate
day of the relay, Eileen Hobson and Sailor proudly
carried the torch through Shepherd’s Bush in London,
right. Just a few weeks later Lorna Marsh and Eli
took on the Paralympic torch mantle carrying it
through Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire on an August
evening. To complete Canine Partners’ Olympic
experience, Jon Flint with Varick, pictured below left,
took part in the closing ceremony for the
Paralympics, and Varick was exemplary as the only
representative of the canine world to take part in
either the opening or closing ceremonies.

Jenson power
Stella Hewett, from Worcestershire, who has polyarthritis as well as a
spinal injury, took on an immense challenge during 2012 to prove that
she could travel round Scotland giving talks and demonstrations on
quilting with no help at all apart from her canine partner Jenson. Stella,
pictured with soldiers during her trip right, had already fundraised before
bringing in enough money to sponsor a canine partner for someone else,
but she still felt she had something to prove. “I set myself the challenge
of doing something I would never have done without my Jenson.
Completing 1392 miles on an unassisted fundraising trip to Scotland and
back has, I think, shown what a difference a canine partner can make. It
was the companionship of Jenson that kept my spirits up, plus the
practical things he did to care for me.” In total, Stella has raised more
than £30,000, sponsoring three canine partners to help other disabled
people, like Bethann Siviter with Taska, far right.
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Royal seal of approval
The summer of 2012 was a memorable period for
Canine Partners, which started with a Royal visit.
The Earl and Countess of Wessex spent 90 minutes
playing with puppies, watching a demonstration and
talking to partnerships when they came to our main
training centre in Heyshott. While the Earl was
fascinated by the dogs performing advanced tasks,
the Countess fell in love with some of our newest
recruits and spent so long in puppy class that the
whole visit lasted 15 minutes longer than scheduled!
As the Royal couple were leaving the Countess
was presented with a posy of flowers by one of the
Charity’s demonstration dogs, Doyle, who held onto
it rather too long and had to be coaxed to hand it
over! The visit was part of the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee celebrations in West Sussex.

Summer fun
Just a couple of weeks after the Royal visit,
we opened our national training centre to the
public for our annual summer show. More than 750
people attended and were blessed with dry weather and
an opportunity to meet partnerships, puppies, staff and
volunteers. Four-legged visitors were entered for the
companion dog show, and had an opportunity to have a go
at an agility course. The puppy department put on a
fabulous display of obedience to stirring country and
western music, picture above. With a BBQ and Pimms
tent, morris dancing and an array of enticing stalls to enjoy
there was no shortage of entertainment for those who
attended. The event raised over £5000 as
well as encouraging people in the local
community to join our growing
volunteer network.
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Scotland
Our future in Scotland was cemented with the
establishment of an operational centre in Stirling

Canine Partners: The statistics

40,000

the number of people our
National Speaker Malcolm
Wells MBE addressed
on our behalf in 2012

3

the number
of times
Canine Partners
appeared in print
across the UK
EACH DAY during
the whole of 2012

1,650
TEAM SCOTLAND: Zoe MacLean and her canine
partner Remus, top, Scottish Fundraiser Dale and
puppy Ozzy above
We really consolidated our presence in Scotland
during 2012. In order to co-ordinate our growing
activities north of the border, and to liaise closely
with our existing puppy satellites, a base was sought
in a central position.
An ideal site was found on the campus of Stirling
University, where our fundraising representative, Dale
Gormley, took up residence in April.

45

members of staff
strive every day to
make a difference
to the lives of
people with
disabilities

40,000

Meanwhile the West Scotland puppy satellite grew
from strength to strength having moved from its
original base in Ayrshire to the more centrally based
Paisley, just outside Glasgow. This has proved to be
an ideal location for attracting willing volunteers, and
now both puppy training centres are thriving in both
Paisley and Stirling.
With Dale firmly ensconced and garnering local
support, fundraising efforts in Scotland increased
including our first Purple Wag ‘n’ Walk which went
through the University campus. Dale is helped by
many of the Scottish partnerships, including two of
the latest to be created – Bernard Wallis with Bruce
and Zoe MacLean with Remus. The awareness they
have generated has already encouraged seven more
applications from people with disabilities in Scotland,
swelling the Canine Partners family north of the
border.

the number of
visitors to our
national training
centre in West
Sussex for our
information
sessions

the number of visitors
to our website every
month, an increase of
180,000 during 2012

1,015,000
the number of hours our
dedicated volunteers devoted
to us during 2012
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the midlands
Our commitment to a nationwide approach at Canine
Partners strengthened with the opening of Fields Farm

How it will look: The vision for Fields Farm as
agreed by the planners. The design is based on the
highly successful model used at our Heyshott centre
in West Sussex

TEAM MIDLANDS: Canine Partners CEO Andy Cook with
from left, Laura Loftus with Dougal, Cat Howorth with Finlay,
Chrissie Wilson with Damson and Ann Paskouis with Wren
Due to an increase in applications from both
civilians and ex-service personnel, it was becoming
obvious that the Charity needed to expand to meet
the ever-growing demand.
But with output at the Heyshott training centre close
to maximum capacity, the decision was made in 2011
to look for suitable premises in the Midlands to
convert into a second training centre.
In January of this year we purchased Fields Farm, a
former pig farm between Loughborough and
Ashby-de-la-Zouch in Leicestershire, complete with an
array of derelict outhouses suitable for conversion.
Initial work began in February to adapt two existing
bungalows and make them accessible for people with
disabilities, and the addition of a temporary portacabin
meant that we had sufficient facilities to start training
and placing dogs from here from mid-2012 onwards.
To enable us to proceed with demolition of the
outbuildings, and begin foundation work on the main
training building, a capital appeal was launched with
the aim of raising the £3m required to complete the
project.

Rob and Whoopi: Our first
Fields Farm canine partnership
Rob Bracewell and Whoopi were the
first partnership to be created at the
new Fields Farm training centre. Rob,
who is 50, has a spinal injury
and he and Whoopi undertook
their two-week residential
course in May.

Although we do not anticipate the centre to be fully
operational for a few years, we were able to carry
out advanced training and residential courses, placing
seven dogs with disabled people during the latter part
of 2012.
We also established a puppy satellite at Fields Farm,
bringing our total number of puppy training centres
to 13.
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THANK YOU
Canine Partners receives no government funding and so we rely on the
generosity of our individual, corporate, trust and foundation donors.
Here are a few of our kind and generous supporters.

Lee Brown Events
Madaline Jardine
Roger & Jean Jefcoate
Colonel & Mrs Alan Jukes
Judy Knight
Bertie Leffman
Clive Richards OBE DL
Quentin & Denise Smith
Margaret Sutherland
Mr & Mrs Brian & Debbie Whiteley
Tony & Sheelagh Williams

How we did it ..
with help
Canine Partners in Essex has been
lucky enough to be chosen as the
charity of the year with Chelmsford Star
Co-operative Society, after three years
of unsuccessful applications.
This year the staff were able to
choose from three shortlisted charities,
and Canine Partners received the most
votes. Every one of their shops
throughout Essex have our collection
tins, and they will be organising various
events during the year.
We look forward to a very
successful ongoing partnership.

“

The Kennel Club Charitable Trust was
delighted to provide Canine Partners
with the grant of £20,000. The Trust
has sponsored a number of dogs with
Canine Partners and has been
delighted to learn of all the successful
partnerships that have resulted. The
Kennel Club Charitable Trust has
donated more than half a million
pounds to assistance dog charities,
it is something we are passionate
about, there really is no limit to the joy
a dog can bring and it is proving to be
the case that there is no limit to their
talents either.

”

What it costs to help
£5,000 supports the first year

of puppy training from the purchase of the
puppy to advanced training

£5,000 supports the advanced

training at one of our centres and includes
the more complicated taskwork

£4,000 supports the

assessment and training of an applicant,
including a two week residential course

£6,000 supports ongoing
aftercare for the lifetime of the
partnership

TOTAL:

£20,000

(of which £650 supports the

purchase of a new puppy from a breeder.

)
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Puppy parent Vanessa
Giltsoff’s husband, Mark,
decided to undertake the
world’s largest recreational cycle
event in Sweden also to raise funds
for Canine Partners. Mark, his
brother and two work colleagues
from Skanska joined 20,000
others to tackle the 300km
bike ride around Lake Vattern
in Sweden. They completed
the event in just under
11 hours, raising £500
for Canine Partners.

FUNDRAISING review
from our friends

In 2012 we received £2,386,028 (2011: £2,160,925). Of this amount we received £2,151,561
(2011: £1,982,484) in gifts through the generosity of our community, companies, charitable trusts
and the hard work of our support groups. £1,972,538 was raised as general funds,
leaving £54,825 restricted in accordance with the donor’s wishes and £124,198 was raised
for the development of Fields Farm.
A further £225,151 (2011: £164,961) was raised through activities for generating funds
including fundraising events and sale of charitable merchandise.
Interest on deposited funds brought in £9,316 (2011: £13,480)
Fundraising expenditure
The cost of raising voluntary income amounted to £481,293 (2011: £433,047), the cost of
activities for generating funds was £114,190 (2011: £101,333)

Our income came from the following sources:
Graph key
Donations and Gifts 45%
Clubs and Associations 3%
Trusts and Corporates 35%
Legacies 7%
Functions Held 5%
Charity Products Sold 5%

A pound given to fund the working of the Charity
has been spent this year as follows:

Graph key
Charitable activities 74%
Cost of generating funds 23%
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Our satellite in Southampton
had a stand and gave demos at
the New Forest Show in
Hampshire.
Canine Partners Ali Bailey,
left, did some impromptu
demonstrations on the stand
which produced an influx of
donations, and some interest
from TV presenter and
gardener Alan Titchmarsh, also
left. He and his wife enjoyed
meeting our fabulous pups.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
and summarised accounts 2012

The Statement of Financial
Activities for the year to 31 December
2012 and Balance Sheet at that date,
shown below, have been drawn up in
conformity with SORP 2005.
The Statement of Financial Activities
and Balance Sheet are an exact copy of
those incorporated in the Annual Report
and Financial Statements for 2012
which received an unqualified audit
opinion on 22 March 2013.
A copy of the full Annual Report and
Financial Statements for 2012 may be
obtained from the Company Secretary
on application to the Charity’s registered
office or from the Charity Commission at
www.charitycommission.gov.uk.
The Trustees have established the level
of reserve, that is, those funds freely
available, that the Charity ought to
have.

The statement of financial activities includes all gains and losses in the year.
All incoming resources and resources expended derive from continuing activities.

Reserves are needed to cover costs of
maintaining aftercare of partnerships
during any period of shortfall of income.
The Trustees assess that on the current
level of partnerships and the planned
output over the next few years the
reserves should now be built up to, at
least, six months of general operating
costs.
The general operating reserve at
the Balance Sheet date stands
at £1,514,289, after putting aside
£107,862 as designated funds towards
the development of our new training
centre at Fields Farm, Leicestershire.
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THE WAY AHEAD

The gang: Our Gloucester puppy satellite is just one of thirteen across the UK training our canine partners-in-waiting

The best is yet to come
We are determined to build upon the progress that was
made in 2012 and have set ourselves the following
ambitious goals for 2013, which will provide us with a
significant degree of challenge given the financial
forecasts that currently exist in the world at large.
To create a record number of new
partnerships. We aim to partner 65-70 dogs with
disabled people in 2013. This is in direct response to an
ever-increasing demand for our dogs.
To further increase numbers of established
working partnerships across the UK. Having
surpassed the 200 working partnership milestone in
2012, we aim to further increase the numbers of
disabled people across the UK who enjoy the benefits of
a canine partner.
To increase numbers of puppies in our
puppy training programme. We hope to increase
numbers of puppies in our training programme during
2013, in line with our on-going operational
expansion plans.
To open a fourteenth puppy satellite group. In
order to achieve further operational expansion we will
open an additional puppy satellite group in the fourth
quarter of 2013.

To bring capital fundraising total to £750k.
Having purchased Fields Farm near Loughborough in
January 2012 we aim to bring our capital fundraising
total to £750k, and hopefully beyond, during 2013.
To commence Phase 1A of building work at
Fields Farm. The first large barn at Fields Farm,
which will become the main training centre for the site,
will be develped to a point where the external structure
is in place and weatherproof. Meanwhile fundraising will
continue for Phase 1B, the eventual internal “fit-out” of
this building, which will be completed in 2014.
To develop links with the new Help for
Heroes team at Catterick Personnel Recovery
Centre (PRC). Once the new Help for Heroes PRC
is open at Catterick, we hope to set up the same close
ties that already exist with Help for Heroes in the south.
This will ensure that servicemen and women who are
“wounded, injured or sick” who attend recovery courses
in the north of England at Catterick, will become aware
of the service we can offer.
To host a Partners Reunion Day in Scotland.
We aim to host a Reunion Day for our Scottish
partnerships during 2013.
To commence a legacy pledge campaign. It is
our hope that the numbers of legacy pledges in 2013 will
be increased with a fresh approach.
To bolster the Council of Trustees. We aim to
bolster the Council of Trustees such that all key areas
of expertise continue to be encompassed, whilst also
planning for natural Trustee succession. We also aim to
ensure a smooth transition of chairmanship as current
Chair Simon Clare comes to the end of his term of office
in April 2013.

New partnerships: Three
new canine partnerships
that joined our Canine
Partners family from
Heyshott during 2012.
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Opening doors to independence
Canine Partners
Executive Staff
Chief Executive
Mr Andy Cook MA (Cantab)
Director of Finance, HR & Company Secretary
Mr Clive Murray
Director of Fundraising & Marketing
Ms Isabel Campbell BA (Hons)
Director of Operations
Mr David Bailey
Bankers
Lloyds TSB plc, 4 West Street, Havant,
Hampshire PO9 1PE
Auditors
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Southgate, Chichester, West Sussex PO19 8DJ
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